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EFUEL signs nationwide collaboration 
agreement with MECA and Mekonomen
EFUEL is a DistIT-owned company specialising in EV charging solutions who have 
recently signed a nationwide collaboration in Sweden with Mekonomen 
Company. Amongst else, Mekonomen Company operates MECA and 
Mekonomen, who will now be able to serve customers at approximately 170 
stores across the country with the market-leading Easee charging box in a 
package solution.

– We are proud to offer a complete EV-charging solution through MECA and Mekonomen’s 
stores in combination with our partner installers. We can now improve our market reach and 
enable even more people to charge their vehicles in a hassle-free way, says Rasmus Bender, CEO 
of EFUEL.
 
The number of electric vehicles on Swedish roads has continued to increase in 2022; a trend that 
is predicted to continue in the coming years. As early as 2023, every other new car will be an 
electric vehicle, and by 2035 all new cars sold must be electric, according to the EU’s latest 
directive.
 
– We are happy to meet the growing need for charging products together with a nationwide 
supplier. Through the collaboration with EFUEL, we can now create increased accessibility for 
thousands of people and help facilitate the switch to electric vehicles, says Henry Elfgren Alséus, 
Sourcing and Product Development Manager at Mekonomen Company.
 
About EFUEL
EFUEL was founded in 2019 to facilitate the transition to fossil-free car ownership. With a 
continuous growth and market share in Sweden of around 30%, EFUEL has established itself as 
one of the leading specialists in electric car charging. EFUEL is an official supplier of charging 
boxes from the Norwegian brand Easee and Wallbox. Through the nationwide network of 
installers, the company can accommodate installations of electric car chargers for private 
customers throughout Sweden and Finland.
 
About Mekonomen Company
Mekonomen Company is part of the MEKO Group which consists of Northern Europe’s leading 
car servicing chains with their own wholesale operations, more than 600 stores, and 4,300 
workshops, which operate under the group’s brands. They offer a wide and easily accessible 
range of affordable and innovative solutions and products for workshops and car owners.
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Contacts:

Robert Rosenzweig, CEO DistIT AB
Phone: +46 70 768 50 42
Email: robert.rosenzweig@distit.se

Tomas Fällman, CFO DistIT AB
Phone: +46 70 2247 107
Email: tomas.fallman@distit.se

About DistIT AB

DistIT acquires, owns and develops niche distributors of IT, mobility, consumer electronics, 
networking and data communications products in Europe. Companies within the DistIT Group 
deliver B2B as well as B2C products to the IT markets in Europe. The DistIT stock is listed on the 
Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market exchange and DistIT's Certified Adviser is Erik Penser 
Bank AB.
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